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Abstract
In this paper, we report on the first project on the promotion of urban geoheritage in Cagliari, the capital of the Autonomous 
Region of Sardinia (Italy). We briefly address the history of geo-palaeontological research in the city area and outline the main 
phases of development in the history of Cagliari’s geo-palaeontological museum. Geotourism is an efficient method of bring-
ing geosciences to a wider audience. For this project, we compiled a geoitinerary of the main lithotypes and fossils present 
within the urban territory. Miocene lithotypes are the most important materials in the edification of the Cagliari’s old town, 
and in the past, the quarrying activity favoured the geology knowledge of the area. The presence of abandoned quarries and 
natural outcrops in parks, public gardens, on the nearby coastline, and also of fossils exposed in ashlars of historic buildings, 
made Cagliari an excellent example to valorise the geo-palaeontological heritage using geotourism. This project showcases 
the importance of knowledge transfer and non-technical communication methods by converting highly technical aspects 
into accessible and engaging information dissemination to a wide range of audience types, including non-specialised ones.
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Introduction

Cagliari is the capital of the island of Sardinia, an autono-
mous region of Italy. Its metropolitan city (including Cagli-
ari and 16 other nearby municipalities) has about 430,000 
inhabitants representing the most densely populated centre 
of the region. The city is located along the southern coast 
of Sardinia, in the centre of the Golfo degli Angeli (Fig. 1). 
The territory of Cagliari has been populated since the Neo-
lithic period, but the greatest development occurred only 
during the Phoenician-Punic-Roman period. It was during 
this period, and in subsequent centuries, that outcrops of 
Miocene sedimentary succession were exploited for the 

extraction of limestone for construction. During the past 
two centuries quarrying activity has unintentionally con-
tributed to an increase in the geo-palaeontological knowl-
edge of the territory, where early geologists were facilitated 
in their research by the abundance of quarries and natural 
outcrops. These pioneers of geology and palaeontology in 
Sardinia, through their numerous works, made a fundamen-
tal contribution to the collections currently housed at the 
Sardinian Museum of Geology and Palaeontology (Museo 
Sardo di Geologia e Paleontologia Domenico Lovisato) of 
the University of Cagliari (Comaschi Caria 1979, 1986). 
The museum archives and the geo-palaeontological features 
of the urban territory allowed the creation of the project 
“Coccodrilli, squali e tartarughe, storie di fossili a Cagliari 
e nell’area urbana” (Crocodiles, sharks and turtles, tales of 
fossils of the greater Cagliari area, acronym CST) which 
aims to disclose the region’s rich geoheritage and urban geo-
tourism potential.

Geotourism is a type of tourism aiming at the promotion 
and safeguarding of natural heritage, with geology, palae-
ontology and geomorphology as its main elements, in asso-
ciation with knowledge of a given environment as a whole, 
including biosphere and environmental education, as well 
as aspects related to the socio-economic development of 
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local populations (Hose 2000, 2008; Del Lama et al. 2015; 
Berrocal-Casero et al. 2018).

Globally, Italy is recognised as a tourist destination for 
its artistic, historic and archaeological heritage. However, 
Italy’s natural heritage is equally rich and provides important 
opportunities for socio-economic development in coastal and 
mountainous areas (Italy’s coastline is about 7900 km). In 
recent times, geotourism is thriving in Italy, and numerous 
initiatives linked to geotourism are present or in develop-
ment (Santangelo et al. 2015; Giordano et al. 2016; Magliulo 
et al. 2020; Todaro 2019; Venturini and Mariotto 2020; Liso 
et al. 2020). Despite its great geological heritage, this type 
of tourism is still yet to be developed in Sardinia, with a few 
isolated cases in the rural areas of the centre of the island 
(Sanciu and Zoboli 2018).

The aim of this paper is to communicate the urban geo-
heritage of Cagliari, by illustrating a geo-palaeontological 
itinerary of the region that may help to showcase its high 
geological value and geotourism potential. This geoitinerary 
includes natural and anthropogenic Miocene outcrops situ-
ated in public gardens and parks, as well as exploring the 
fossil content in ashlar masonry visible in buildings within 
Cagliari’s old town district (Castello neighbourhood).

Geological and Palaeontological Settings

The Cagliari area is characterised by a marine sedimentary 
succession referred to as middle-late Miocene (middle Lang-
hian–Messinian). The succession has been divided into three 
stratigraphic formations from earliest to latest: Argille di 
Fangario Fm., Arenarie di Pirri Fm. and Calcari di Cagliari 
Fm. These formations are well exposed and represented by 

extensive outcrops especially in the various hills and parks 
of the city, and along the coastline (Fig. 2a–c).

The succession starts with the Argille di Fangario Forma-
tion. This formation outcrops discontinuously in the NW 
environs of the city and is represented principally by grey 
clays and sandy–clays. Sand levels become more frequent 
at the top of the formation. The palaeontological content 
is very rich; invertebrates are represented by foraminifera, 
ostracods, bryozoans, brachiopods, corals, molluscs and 
echinoids (Spano and Barca 2002). Furthermore, isolated 
shark and crocodile teeth are present (Del Vecchio 1921; 
Comaschi Caria 1973). The fossil associations indicate a 
middle Langhian–early Serravallian age (Cherchi 1974).

The Miocene succession continues with the Arenarie di 
Pirri Formation. This formation is characterised by an alter-
nation of sandstones and sands with intercalation of con-
glomerate layers. These outcrops are also located in the NE 
periphery of Cagliari, but especially to the SE of the urban 
area where the formation is the most extensive lithological 
substrate (Cherchi 1974). Numerous but not extensive out-
crops are present within the urban districts of Is Mirrionis, 
San Michele, Sant’Avendrace, Sa Duchessa, San Benedetto, 
Monte Claro and Monte Urpinu. The palaeontological con-
tent is primarily represented by foraminifera and molluscs 
that indicate a Serravallian age (Cherchi 1974; Leone et al. 
1992).

A great part of the current urban area of Cagliari, 
including many historical buildings in the old town area, 
was built using Miocene lithotypes of the Calcari di 
Cagliari Formation (Gandolfi and Porcu 1967; Cherchi 
1974). Since historical times, the areas of Is Mirrionis, 
Tuvixeddu/Tuvumannu hills and Sant’Avendrace neigh-
bourhood have been intensively quarried for building 
materials (Columbu et al. 2017). This carbonate succes-
sion is currently well exposed along the coastline and in 
numerous hills and parks of the city. The Calcari di Cagli-
ari Fm. is represented by three main lithofacies which are 
from bottom to top: “Pietra Cantone”, “Tramezzario” and 
“Pietra Forte”. These were the names given by quarrymen 
and are informally adopted into official geological maps 
(Barca et al. 2005). The “Pietra Cantone” is represented 
by stratified yellow marly-arenaceous limestone locally 
intensely bioturbated. The “Tramezzario” is composed of 
whitish calcarenites, locally marly with abundant bioclas-
tic components. Furthermore, the lithofacies shows wide-
spread phenomena of synsedimentary breccias, slumpings, 
erosional surfaces and faulting. The “Pietra Forte” consists 
of massive coarse and biostromal limestone (Barca et al. 
2005). The Calcari di Cagliari Fm. is considered to be the 
late Miocene in age (Cherchi 1974; Barca et al. 2005), 
with the Tortonian–Messinian boundary tentatively placed 
within the upper part of the “Pietra Cantone” lithofacies 
(Georgalis et al. 2017). The palaeontological content of 

Fig. 1  Geographical location of Cagliari (Sardinia, Italy)
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Fig. 2  a Panoramic view from Monte Sant’Elia in direction of Faro 
Sant’Elia – Forte Sant’Ignazio, b Arenarie di Pirri Fm. (APF) – Cal-
cari di Cagliari Fm. (CCF) boundary, cliff located SW of Monte 
Sant’Elia, c “Pietra Cantone” – “Tramezzario” boundary, Calcari di 
Cagliari Fm., NW flank of Colle San Michele (route 2–9th stop), d 
ichnofossils, Calamosca (Capo Sant’Elia, route 3–4th stop), “Tramez-
zario” lithofacies, e red algae (Lithothamnion sp.), Faro Sant’Elia 

(Capo Sant’Elia, route 3–5th stop), “Tramezzario” lithofacies, f echi-
noid (Clypeaster sp.), Sella del Diavolo (Capo Sant’Elia), Arenarie 
di Pirri Fm., g undetermined echinoid, Calamosca (Capo Sant’Elia, 
route 3–4th stop) “Tramezzario” lithofacies, h shark tooth, Cala Figh-
era (Capo Sant’Elia, route 3–3rd stop), “Tramezzario” lithofacies, i 
fish tooth (Sparidae indet.), Cala Fighera (Capo Sant’Elia, 3rd stop of 
route 3), “Tramezzario” lithofacies
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the Calcari di Cagliari Fm. is very diversified (Fig. 2d–i). 
Invertebrates and ichnofossils are very abundant with a 
predominance of molluscs and echinoids (Lovisato 1902; 
Comaschi Caria, 1958, 1972, 1986). About vertebrates 
(Fig. 3), a large number of fish remains, and in particular 
shark teeth, were collected in all lithofacies (Comaschi 
Caria 1973). Turtle, crocodile, cetacean and sirenian 
remains were also collected in the “Pietra Cantone” and 
“Tramezzario” lithofacies (Gennari 1868; Capellini 1886, 
1899; Vigliarolo 1893; Del Vecchio 1921; Comaschi Caria 
1959a). Isolated crocodile teeth, referred to Crocodylia 
indet., were collected in different localities of Cagliari: 
Tuvumannu, Bonaria, Montixeddu di Bonaria – Cava 
Timon, Cimitero Monumentale di Bonaria and Is Mirrionis 
– Piazza d’Armi (Del Vecchio 1921; Zoboli et al. 2019). 
Remains of a single specimen attribuited to Tomistoma 
calaritanum Capellini 1890a, b were recovered at Piazza 
d’Armi (Gennari 1868; Capellini 1890a, b). Soft-shell tur-
tles (Pan-Trionychine indet.) were collected in the Is Mir-
rions – Piazza d’Armi area (Portis 1901a; Comaschi Caria 
1959a; Georgalis et al. 2017), while an internal mould of 
a marine turtle shell (Cheloniidae indet.) was found in the 
Sant’Avendrace neighbourhood (Comaschi Caria 1959a). 
Cetaceans are represented by a poorly preserved dolphin 
and whale remains collected at Tuvumannu and Colle San 
Michele respectively (Vigliarolo 1893; Capellini 1899).

In addition to the Miocene succession, continental and 
marine Quaternary deposits are present. Quaternary marine 
deposits are represented by the Calamosca sub-synthem that 
outcrops mainly along the coast and especially in Calamosca 
(Barca et al. 2005). The marine sequence lies on an erosional 
surface at 2 m above the current sea level and is represented 
by littoral sediments such as beach sandstones and conglom-
erates and backshore sandstones (Fig. 4a, b). The palaeon-
tological content is represented by the “Senegalese fauna” 
assemblage (e.g. the mollusca Persististrombus latus, Conus 
ermineus, Patella ferruginea and Mytilus galloprovincialis), 
which is characteristic of the last interglacial MIS 5e (Tyr-
rhenian Stage, in the Italian Mediterranean Marine Stages) 
(Issel 1914; Ulzega and Ozer 1980) (Fig. 4c). Quaternary 
continental deposits are generally represented by alluvial 
sediment bodies of the Late Pleistocene (Portoscuso sub-
synthem) and Holocene age (Barca et al. 2005). Moreover, 
fracture fillings on Miocene lithotypes contain Pleistocene 
bone breccias were identified in the Monreale di Bonaria 
area (Lamarmora 1857). These bone breccias are not cur-
rently visible as they were exploited by quarry activity and 
subsequently engulfed by urban development.

Currently, fossils and lithological samples representative 
of the Neogene and Quaternary successions of the Cagliari 
area are housed in the Sardinian Museum of Geology and 
Palaeontology Domenico Lovisato (Museo Sardo di Geolo-
gia e Paleontologia “Domenico Lovisato”, MDLCA).

The Museo Sardo di Geologia e 
Paleontologia Domenico Lovisato

Historical Background

The MDLCA is located on the ground floor at the for-
mer Department of Chemical and Geological Sciences 
(Dipartimento di Scienze Chimiche e Geologiche) in the 
Sa Duchessa neighbourhood. The museum hosts the origi-
nal collections of the Viceroy of Sardinia Carlo Felice 
di Savoia (1765–1831) and includes specimens of min-
erals, rocks, fossils, zoological finds, herbs, anatomical 
waxes and archaeological artefacts. In 1806, the materials 
were transferred from Royal Palace (Palazzo Regio) to 
Belgrano Palace (Palazzo Belgrano), current headquar-
ters of the University of Cagliari, and arranged in various 
exhibition halls. In subsequent decades, the collection has 
been expanded with additional rock and fossil samples col-
lected throughout Sardinia by General Alberto Lamarmora 
(1789–1863). In 1859, the natural history collections were 
displayed separately in the Museum of Natural History 
(Museo di Storia Naturale), while in 1864, the geo-palae-
ontological and mineralogical collections were renamed 
the Royal Museum of Mineralogy and Geology (Regio 
Museo di Mineralogia e Geologia). In 1884, Domenico 
Lovisato (1842–1916) arrived in Sardinia as Professor of 
Mineralogy, contributing to increasing the museum col-
lection with a considerable number of fossils. In 1922, 
the collection of the Royal Museum of Mineralogy and 
Geology was divided into two museums: the Museum of 
Mineralogy Leonardo De Pruner (Museo di Mineralogia 
Leonardo De Pruner) and the Sardinian Museum of Geol-
ogy and Palaeontology Domenico Lovisato (Museo Sardo 
di Geologia e Paleontologia Domenico Lovisato). During 
World War II, in February 1943, Cagliari was involved in 
an Anglo-American bombing raid that damaged Palazzo 
Belgrano and destroyed part of the collection. The surviv-
ing materials, which had been placed into the basement of 
the Palazzo Belgrano for protection, were subsequently 
moved to the village of Ghilarza in central Sardinia. In the 
1950s, the collections of the two museums were moved to 
their current location as the Institute of Mineralogy (Isti-
tuto di Mineralogia) and Institute of Geology (Istituto di 
Geologia) of Cagliari (former Dipartimento di Scienze 
Chimiche e Geologiche) (Comaschi Caria 1979).

Neogene and Quaternary Collections

Several rock and fossil collections are housed at the 
MDLCA, which have been acquired by successive palae-
ontologists from the University of Cagliari.
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Fig. 3  Lithological map of the Cagliari area, stratigraphic columns 
of the Miocene marine sequence and main fossil sites with vertebrate 
remains, a Colle San Michele, b Sant’Avendrace, c Monte Claro, d 
Tuvumannu (Monte della Pace), e Piazza d’Armi – Is Mirrionis, f 
Giardini Pubblici – La Vega, g Monte Urpinu, h Monreale di Bonaria 

(encluding the Monumental Cemetery), i Monte Mixi, j San Bartolo-
meo, k Forte Sant’Ignazio, l Faro Sant’Elia, m Calamosca, n Monte 
Sant’Elia, o Cala Fighera. Stratigraphic columns redrawing after 
Pecorini and Pomesano Cherchi 1969
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Alberto Lamarmora (Fig. 5a) contributed enormously 
to our knowledge of Sardinian geological history (Lamar-
mora 1857). During his tenure on the island, he collected 
a considerable number of rock and fossil samples, a selec-
tion of which are currently housed at MDLCA (Fig. 5c). 
In particular, Lamarmora collected numerous vertebrate 
remains in the Pleistocene bone breccias at Monreale di 
Bonaria (Fig. 5b), which helped to establish the new taxon 
Cynotherium sardous Studiati, 1857 (in Lamarmora 1857), 
an endemic and common dog which was found in Sardinia 

and Corsica during the Middle–Late Pleistocene (Zoboli 
and Pillola 2016, 2017).

The Lovisato’s Collection presents a higher number of 
samples that include Miocene fossils found across Sardinia, 
but the Cagliari area in particular. These fossils are repre-
sented by plant remains, marine invertebrate (mainly echi-
noids) and vertebrates (fish, reptiles and mammals). Lovi-
sato (Fig. 6a) principally collected fossils during the period 
in which quarry extraction was active. He collected inver-
tebrates (echinoid fauna) from the hills surrounding Cagli-
ari (Lovisato 1902, 1915a, b). Regarding fossil vertebrates, 
he limited himself to collecting fish and crocodile teeth, as 
well as turtle and marine mammal remains (Fig. 6b). These 
were sent to Bologna and Turin to be studied by Alessandro 
Portis (1853–1931) and Giovanni Capellini (1833–1922) 
respectively (Capellini 1886, 1899; Lovisato 1892; Portis 
1901a, b). Lovisato also collected Pleistocene molluscs at 
Capo Sant’Elia, which he sent to Arturo Issel (1842–1922) 
who established the Tyrrhenian Stage based on a geo-palae-
ontological piece of evidence along the coastline of Cagliari, 
with its type section at Calamosca (Issel 1914).

Between the 1950s and 1970s, MDLCA acquired new 
Miocene and Quaternary samples through to the work of Ida 
Comaschi Caria (1911–1987) (Comaschi Caria 1959a, b, c, 
1986; Comaschi Caria and Pastore 1959). This collection 
includes plants, invertebrates and vertebrates (mainly shark 
teeth) collected throughout Sardinia, but, in particular, in 
the Cagliari area and are currently housed in the Comaschi 
Caria’s Collection.

The MDLCA’s collections provide a complete overview 
of the geo-palaeontological heritage of Sardinia and include 
unique samples whit considerable scientific and historical 
value that may also be attractive to the general public. Unfor-
tunately, available exhibition space within the Main Hall 
and the Lovisato’s Hall is scarce and largely inadequate to 
highlight the geological and palaeontological richness of the 
entire collection (Figs. 7a and 8). Thankfully, a large portion 
of Neogene fossils collected in the environs of Cagliari are 
currently on display at the museum. Among marine ver-
tebrates, numerous specimens of shark teeth belonging to 
several taxa could potentially draw visitors. This collection 
includes teeth of the giant Otodus megalodon (Agassiz 1843) 
(Fig. 7e), which were retrieved in the Calcari di Cagliari 
Fm. and Argille di Fangario Fm. (Comaschi Caria 1973). 
Reptiles are represented by crocodile and turtle fossils which 
are scientifically and historically important (Gennari 1868; 
Capellini 1890a, b; Portis 1901a; Comaschi Caria 1959a). 
These include a partial skull and a few osteoderms of the 
crocodile Tomistoma calaritanum Capellini 1890a, b, which 
were found in 1860 at Piazza d’Armi in the city. The original 
fossils (Fig. 7b), damaged during the Second World War, are 
located in the showcase dedicated to the Miocene reptiles, 
while a resin cast of the crocodile skull restored by Giovanni 

Fig. 4  a Stratigraphic section of the Tyrrhenian succession at Cala-
mosca (modified after Ulzega and Ozer 1980), b Tyrrhenian fossilif-
erous conglomerate unconformably above the Miocene succession at 
Calamosca (route 3–4th stop), c the gastropod Persististrombus latus 
(Gmelin 1791), Tyrrhenian of Calamosca, MDLCA
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Fig. 5  a Alberto Lamarmora 
(1789–1863) in a drawing by 
G. Cominotti (after Lamarmora 
1857), b the Pleistocene bone 
breccias of Monreale di Bonaria 
in 1831 (Cagliari), drawing by 
G. Cominotti (after Lamarmora 
1857), c vertebrate remains 
and lithotypes collected by 
Lamarmora at Monreale di Bon-
aria (Lamarmora’s Collection, 
MDLCA)

Fig. 6  a Domenico Lovisato (1842–1916), b fossils of a Miocene whale collected by Lovisato in the San Michele neighbourhood in 1886 (modi-
fied after Capellini 1899)
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Capellini is exhibited in the Lovisato’s Hall (Fig. 8). Two 
examples of soft-shell turtles (Pan-Trionychine indet.) from 
the Piazza D’Armi–Is Mirrionis area are also represented 
(Fig. 7d) (Portis 1901b; Comaschi Caria 1959a). Although 
some of the species housed in the collection are now consid-
ered taxonomically invalid (e.g. Rhinostodes lovisatoi Vigli-
arolo 1893, Palaeopython sardus Portis 1901a and Procy-
clanorbis sardus Portis 1901b), many still retain a significant 
historical value (Bianucci et al. 1994; Delfino et al. 2014; 
Georgalis et al. 2017; Zoboli et al. 2019).

While the MDLCA’s current exhibition space is inad-
equate, the museum has the advantage of being centrally 
located in an accessible area of the city where several 
schools and University faculties are present. The central 
location of MDLCA offers an excellent meeting point for 
disseminating knowledge of Sardinian geological history 
and geoscience research. Added to this are the extensive 

Fig. 7  The Museo Sardo di 
Geologia e Paleontologia 
Domenico Lovisato and fossils 
from the Miocene of Cagliari 
exposed in its display cases: a 
the hall of the museum, b holo-
type of the crocodile Tomistoma 
calaritanum Capellini 1890a, 
b from Piazza d’Armi, c the 
echinoid Clypeaster altus (Klein 
1734) from Colle San Michele, 
d plaster cast of the internal 
mould of the soft-shell turtle 
“Procyclanorbis sardus” Portis 
1901b (now considered an 
indeterminate Pan-Trionychine) 
from Is Mirrionis neighbour-
hood, e some teeth of the 
giant shark Otodus megalodon 
(Agassiz 1843) from various 
neighbourhoods of Cagliari

Fig. 8  Resin cast of the restored skull and plaster-casts of some osteo-
derms of the crocodile Tomistoma calaritanum Capellini 1890a, b, 
displayed with a copy of the original paper where the fossils have 
been first described
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Miocene sediments with their considerable fossil content 
that outcrop in the Sa Duchessa neighbourhood and sur-
rounding areas (e.g. Is Mirrionis, Piazza D’Armi and Parco 
di Monte Claro) which present fossils in situ. These out-
crops, adjacent to the museum, provide an excellent opportu-
nity to develop an integrated, multi-location urban geotour-
ism attraction for the city.

Urban Geotourism Project

In 2017, the University of Cagliari obtained funding for the 
“Coccodrilli, squali e tartarughe: storie di fossili a Cagliari e 
nell’area urbana” project from the Italian Ministry of Educa-
tion, University and Research (Ministero dell’Educazione, 
Università e Ricerca, MIUR).

The CST was a project proposed by the Faculty of 
Humanistic Studies (Facoltà di Studi Umanistici) and the 
Faculty of Sciences (Facoltà di Scienze) of the University 
of Cagliari. The Department of History, Cultural Heritage 
and Territory (Dipartimento di Storia, Beni culturali e Ter-
ritorio, now Dipartimento di Lettere, lingue e Beni Culturali) 
compiled a history of the palaeontological research around 
Cagliari and across the island. The research focused on bio-
graphical details of the leading geologists and palaeontolo-
gists, as well as detailed critical analysis of their published 
works, their travel diaries and private correspondence. These 
sources gave further historical context to the times in which 
these pioneering scientists worked. Additionally, during the 

historical research, a large number of original documents 
was digitised and made publicly available as part of the pro-
ject “Sardoa digital library”. In tandem, the Department of 
Chemical and Geological Sciences (Dipartimento di Sci-
enze Chimiche e Geologiche) conducted several new surveys 
throughout the urban area to assess the potential of sites for 
geotourism given their historical significance. These surveys 
focussed on acquiring new geological and palaeontologi-
cal samples. These data are available to both students and 
researchers. In addition to university researchers, the pro-
ject included partners from industry (Sardinia Geomining 
Park) as well as local high schools. Students from Cagliari, 
Tortolì, Iglesias and Isili assisted in carrying out the pro-
ject, providing invaluable support for this project thanks to 
the application of the new technologies and languages. For 
example, e-books, applications on smartphones and tablets 
have been created to make the project available to a very 
large audience (Fig. 9). The Sardinia Geomining Park was 
particularly helpful in the production of a video-story of the 
entire experience.

Geoitinerary

The combined historical and scientific research facilitated 
the creation of a geoitinerary divided into three routes 
(Fig.  10): (1st) MDLCA – Piazza d’Armi – Buoncam-
mino – Giardini Pubblici – old town (about 2.2 km long), 
(2nd) MDLCA – Piazza d’Armi – Buoncammino – Orto 

Fig. 9  a The CST e-book made by students from different Sardinia’s 
high schools (courtesy of Parco Geominerario Storico ed Ambien-
tale della Sardegna), b the urban geological heritage of Cagliari in 

an interactive map realised to the project. The map reported a short 
stretch of the 1st route (modified after Romo Mulas 2018). Please 
note: the website is currently unavailable
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Botanico – Orto dei Cappuccini – Tuvumannu/Tuvixeddu 
– Sant’Avendrace – Colle San Michele (about 7 km long), 
(3rd) MDLCA – Capo Sant’Elia (about 5 km long). The 
first two are walking paths starting from MDLCA. The third 
route requires use of public transport from the city centre to 
the Calamosca beach resort.

Route 1 This route starts after the visit at MDLCA and con-
tinues to the parking area of the Department of History, Cul-
tural Heritage and Territory (Sa Duchessa neighbourhood) 
in which the “Pietra Cantone” and “Tramezzario” lithofacies 
are visible (Fig. 11a). The second stop is Piazza d’Armi in 
which the fossils of the crocodile Tomistoma calaritanum 
were found (Gennari 1868) (Fig. 8). It then continues along 
Viale Buoncammino, skirting the former Cagliari prison. In 
the external walls of this building, it is possible to see mol-
lusc and echinoid within numerous stone bricks of “Pietra 
Forte” limestone (Fig. 11d). The route continues to the pub-
lic gardens (Giardini Pubblici); there are extensive carbonate 
outcrops characterised by different lithofacies, as well as 
rich invertebrate fossil content. Several fault lines cutting 

this carbonate succession are also visible. The route ends at 
Cagliari’s old town (Castello neighbourhood). Here, differ-
ent lithologies can be seen in the ancient buildings and town 
defences. From this point, there are views over a consider-
able portion of the modern city, as well as the hills leading 
to the coast. From this point, it is also possible to access to 
other museums, for example, the National Archaeological 
Museum (Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Cagliari), the 
National Picture Gallery of Cagliari (Pinacoteca Nazionale 
di Cagliari) and the collection of anatomical waxes (Museo 
delle Cere Anatomiche C. Susini).

Route 2 The first four stops of this route are the same as 
route 1. It diverges from route 1 at the former Cagliari prison 
and proceeds to the Botanical Garden (Orto Botanico di 
Cagliari) and at Garden of the Capuchins (Orto dei Cappuc-
cini). In these two gardens, it is possible to see the interac-
tion between the Miocene substrate and anthropic activities 
during previous centuries. The Garden of the Capuchins 
(Fig.  11c) contains several quarries initially excavates 
in the first or second century AD for the construction of 

Fig. 10  The routes and the 
main stops of the geoitiner-
ary. Route 1: a MDLCA, b 
parking area (Sa Duchessa), c 
Piazza d’Armi/Is Mirrionis, d 
former Cagliari prison (Carcere 
di Buoncammino), e Public 
Gardens (Giardini Pubblici), f 
Porta S’Avanzada (a gate of the 
Cagliari’s old town, Castello 
neighbourhood), g panoramic 
view, h Bastion of in Saint 
Remy. Route 2: a MDLCA, b 
parking area (Sa Duchessa), 
c Piazza d’Armi/Is Mirrionis, 
d former Cagliari prison 
(Carcere di Buoncammino), e 
Botanical Garden, f Garden of 
the Capuchins, g Tuvixeddu 
Archaeological Park, h nunnery 
“Curia delle Ancelle della Sacra 
Famiglia” (Sant’Avendrace 
neighbourhood), i Colle San 
Michele. Route 3: a bus stop, b 
panoramic view on “The Devil’s 
Saddle” (Sella del Diavolo), c 
Cala Fighera, d Calamosca, e 
Sant’Elias’s Lighthouse (Faro 
Sant’Elia). On the bottom right, 
the areas of the three routes
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the Amphitheatre of Cagliari. The route continues to the 
Tuvixeddu Archaeological Park (Parco Archeologico di 
Tuvixeddu) where the largest Phoenician-Punic necropolis 
in the Mediterranean area was built. Crocodile teeth and 
cetacean remains were collected by Lovisato in the Tuvu-
mannu/Tuvixeddu locale (Vigliarolo 1893; Del Vecchio 
1921). The penultimate stop on route 2 is the private garden 
of the nunnery at Sant’Avendrace (Curia delle Ancelle della 
Sacra Famiglia) where a fossil of a marine turtle is set in a 
fountain (Fig. 12a). The fossil was found within the garden 
during the construction of a well in the 1950s (Comaschi 
Caria 1959a). The route ends at Colle San Michele, one of 
the most historically important hills of Cagliari where the 
castle of San Michele stands. This hill is also known for 
the discovery of the fossil remains of two whales (Capellini 
1899) (Fig. 6b). At this stop, it is possible to view the urban 
area of Cagliari and view the Miocene marine succession 
outcrops rich in palaeontological content (Fig. 11b).

Route 3 This route unfolds entirely in the Miocene sub-
strate; it is located on the southern outskirts of Cagliari, at 
Capo Sant’Elia. It is easily accessible by public transport 
starting at MDLCA. The entire urban area and the Golfo 
degli Angeli are visible from Monte Sant’Elia in which 

are present archaeological sites and representative natural 
monuments, such as the Sella del Diavolo (“The Devil’s 
Saddle”). Along the route, beaches at Cala Fighera and 
Calamosca can be visited. At the latter, there are fossilifer-
ous sediments of the Tyrrhenian Stage present and highly 
bioturbated Miocene strata are also visible. The route ends 
at the Sant’Elia’s Lighthouse (Faro Sant’Elia) from which it 
is possible to return to the bus stop to the city.

Final Considerations

The environs of Cagliari undoubtedly have a rich archae-
ological, historical and natural heritage that has attracted 
increasing tourist numbers in the recent past. In addition 
to the old town and the built heritage therein, there is also 
a large number of museums. Among these, the Sardinian 
Geology and Palaeontology Museum of the University 
of Cagliari represents a unicum and significant tourism 
resource for the city. While exhibition space is inadequate, 
the museum curates a rich and varied geological and palae-
ontological heritage of historic and scientific values. This 
heritage, represented also by a large number of fossils col-
lected in the Cagliari area, is the focus of the CST project, 

Fig. 11  a Groove marks in an 
outcrop, base of debris flows 
at the “Pietra Cantone” – 
“Tramezzario” lithofacies, Cal-
cari di Cagliari Fm. (Sa Duch-
essa neighbourhood, routes 
1 and 2–2nd stop), b “Pietra 
Cantone” – “Tramezzario” 
boundary, Calcari di Cagliari 
Fm. (Colle San Michele, route 
2–9th stop), c Miocene succes-
sion at the Garden of the Capu-
chins (Orto dei Cappuccini, 
route 2–6th stop), Calcari di 
Cagliari Fm., d external mould 
of a Glycymerididae bivalve in 
a stone brick on the wall of the 
former Cagliari prison (Carcere 
di Buoncammino, routes 1 and 
2–4th stop), “Pietra Forte” 
lithofacies (Calcari di Cagliari 
Fm.)
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which aims to communicate geoscientific research for edu-
cational and tourism purposes. The CST project integrated 
scientific and historical data providing for the first time a 
considered overview of the urban geoheritage of Cagliari. 
For the first time, collaboration and complex knowledge 
transfer among high school students, researchers and public 
institutions have led to ideate an urban geoitinerary in Sar-
dinia. The geoitinerary routes were planned with both tour-
ists, students and amateur geologists or palaeontologists in 
mind with a view to revealing the rich geo-palaeontological 
heritage. However, this is only an example of the consider-
able geotourist potential of this urban area. In our opinion, 
this project has massive potential for raising awareness of 
local natural history. We believe the approach taken here is 
a simple, straightforward and affordable means of promoting 
and preserving geoheritage in other regions.
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Fig. 12  a Internal mould of 
a Miocene cheloniid set in 
a fountain inside the garden 
of the nunnery “Curia delle 
Ancelle della Sacra Famiglia” 
(Sant’Avendrace, route 2–8th 
stop), b limestone outcrop 
(Calcari di Cagliari Fm.) at the 
Porta S’Avanzada (a gate of the 
Cagliari’s old town, route 1–6th 
stop), in the square a large shell 
of an undetermined Pectinidae
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